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The Rose That Grew
From Concrete

On the
Calendar

By Tupac Shakur

February 14 –
Valentine’s Day

Did you hear about the rose that
grew
from a crack in the concrete?
Proving nature’s law is wrong it
learned to walk with out having feet.
Funny it seems, but by keeping its
dreams,
it learned to breathe fresh air.
Long live the rose that grew from
concrete
when no one else ever cared.
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February 17 –
Presidents Day:
No school
February 27—
Trimester ends
February 28—
Programming Day,
No School
March 2—
Programming Day,
No School
March 3—
Third Trimester
Begins
March 13—
No School for
Students
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Diving into Learning: Students visit the
Aquarium of the Pacific
The Aquarium of the Pacific, located
in Long Beach, boasts over 12,000
animals. On January 23, students from
Salazar had the opportunity to visit the
Aquarium for a day.
Under the educational programs at
the Aquarium, students received hands
on instruction in how to assemble a
home aquarium. The challenge was to
use all the information provided in a
lesson and incorporate common sense
and knowledge of physics to make the
filters run and make sure their (plastic)
fish survived. All groups were
successful.

Some of the favorite memories of the
day include seeing the playful sea otters,
watching the sea lions play, and being
mesmerized by jellyfish. Students also had
the chance to reach into touch tanks to
experience the feel of the silky stingrays
and rough, scaly skin of smaller sharks.
By far one of the most memorable
experiences was just as students prepared
to leave to drive back to the school.
Before exiting, students walked through
the enchanting Lorikeet forest and were
able to feed the hungry little birds and
provide a perch for them. It was a great
day of learning and making memories.
Story continues on page 3

Salazar’s Super Bowl Poll Results*:

Why do you watch the Super Bowl?
10%

15%
Kansas City

13%

49ers
Food
Half-time show
36%

26%

*Only 25% of students & staff
predicted Kansas City's victory
over the 49ers!
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Commercials

Adventures at the Aquarium of the Pacific
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A History of Valentine’s Day
By Jewel Ponce
There are many different theories about
Valentine’s Day and how it began. The most
noted one begins in Rome in the year 270
A.D. Emperor Claudius II wanted a strong
fierce team of young men to fight in his
armies. Claudius found out that young men
were falling in love and were being more
cautious. To insure large numbers of soldiers
for his armies, Claudius outlawed marriage
for these young men. Claudius may have
outlawed love but that didn’t stop young
couples from falling in love and wanting to
get married in the eyes of the church.

A brave priest named Valentine thought
the law was horribly unjust. He put his life
in danger and continued to perform
marriage ceremonies. He did this in secret
and hidden from the emperor and the
authorities. Somehow Valentine’s secret
ceremonies made its way back to Claudius.
The priest was found and put to death on
as some versions state, on February 14th.
Various forms of Valentine’s Day
celebrations have taken place since 496
AD.

Movies for Valentine’s Day,
Reviews by Jewel Ponce
All three of these Valentine’s Day movies contain comedy and tragedy that will have you feeling all the
feelings:
#1 “The Notebook” a Drama/Romance film-- A boy named Noah who is from the wrong side of the
tracks falls hard for Allie, while her parents and WWII scheme to keep them apart.
#2 “The Vow” a Drama/Romance film-- Happily married newlyweds life together suddenly shatters
when a car accident leaves Paige in a coma and when she awakes she has severe memory loss. Leo, her
husband, then tries to help her remember.
#3 “Gnomeo and Juliet” a Drama/Fantasy-- Separated by a garden fence and a feud, are blue gnomes on
one side and red gnomes on the other. This doesn’t stop blue Gnomeo and red Juliet from falling in
love.

Student Thoughts on Valentine’s Day
By Christina Duenez

“ I think it’s a
special tradition
[for people] around
world “
-Hector Valladolid

“ I actually like Valentine’s Day. I just love
that it’s a good day to show appreciation
for a person you love, it doesn’t have to be
a significant other it can also be with your
best friends, Valentine’s Day is a day of
love.“
-Marlyne Murcia

“[It’s] a day where you can show that
special someone just how much you mean
to them--Although yes, you can show them
everyday and there shouldn’t be one day
defining it.”
-Marissa Sandoval
Have an original poem, column, or art
piece? Email sglore@erusd.org

